


Let’s ENGAGE with Math!



● Engage in math activities and discussions 
about the math standards, including fluency 
and understanding math models used to 
solve mathematical problems.

● Understand how math is taught to students 
and why.

Session Objectives



“How Many are Hiding?” Activity



Progressing to Algebra



Concrete Representational Abstract



5- and 10-Frames, Double 10-Frames



Subitizing
The ability to “see” a small amount of objects and know how many there are without 

counting each dot. For example, rolling dice – when “rolling” a 6-sided die, without 

counting the dots on the die, you “know” there are 5 dots when you “roll” number 5.



Number Bonds



Number Bonds continued...



Number Bonds continued...



Tape Diagrams



Tape Diagrams continued...



Tape Diagram Activity

Olga saves $2 a week to buy a toy car. 

The car costs $16. How many weeks will 

it take her to save enough to buy the toy?



Tape Diagrams continued...



Arrays



Area Models



Area Models in Algebra 1



The Progression of Multiplication
Video by Graham Fletcher
https://vimeo.com/149428217



Number Talk (mini version): Activity
Solve  18  x  5 using models.

“Think, Pair, Share” - Work on your own, then 
work with a partner to continue solving, then 
share your strategy with the group.



Possible Activity Solutions

Mathematical Mindset by Jo Boaler



Number Talk: 2015



The Progression of Division
Video by Graham Fletcher
https://vimeo.com/153668928



Math Language That Needs to Expire



How to Help Kids Solve Word Problems
Ask your child:
1. What do you already know?
2. What do you need to find out?
3. How can you retell the story problem in your own words?
4. How can you use math tools to solve the problem?
5. How could you draw a picture or model of the problem?
6. Does your solution make sense? Why or why not?

Encourage children to approach word problems with
careful thinking, confidence, and a persevering attitude.

Encourage kids to learn multiple approaches to solving math problems, so that 
they can choose the approach that works best for them, and so that they 

develop a full understanding of the concepts before they move on
to more challenging levels.



Parents often ask... 

“What is the point of my child explaining their work

if he/she can get the right answer?”

Jo Boaler answers, “Explaining your work is what, in 

mathematics, we call reasoning, and reasoning is central to 

the discipline of mathematics. Students need to produce 

arguments that convince others by carefully reasoning their 

way from one idea to another, using logical connections.”  
Jo Boaler, Author of Mathematical Mindset



Math Messages

Jo Boaler & her Students
https://www.youcubed.org/students/

Math I Can
https://www.amazon.com/gp/withmathican



Fortune 500 Most Valued Skills



Linked in: Most Important Skills



Most Important Personality Traits



Key Areas of Focus in Mathematics



Required Fluencies K-6



Ways to Help
with Math Fluency 

at Home



More Ways to Help at Home 



More Ways to Help at Home



More Ways to Help at Home



Adults should...
• Encourage children and focus on the reasoning in the math rather than 

getting a correct answer.
• Help children realize math is not about speed.
• Help children recognize that struggling moments are opportunities for 

growth. Making mistakes is okay.
• Say, “Let’s work and learn together to figure the problem out.” when 

working on math with your child, rather than sharing with your child the 
idea that you were not good/struggled at math in school or you disliked 
math or not a “math person.”

• Encourage number sense.
• Encourage a growth mindset...the idea that ability and smartness change 

as you work and learn more.





School Improvement Consultant
Leah Shisler
shislel@cpsboe.k12.oh.us
Twitter   #cpsmathandme  

#cpsandme


